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Abstract: A new CMS Tracker is under development for operation at the High Luminosity LHC
from 2026 onwards. It includes an outer tracker based on dedicated modules that will reconstruct
short track segments, called stubs, using spatially coincident clusters in two closely spaced silicon
sensor layers. These modules allow the rejection of low transverse momentum track hits and reduce
the data volume before transmission to the first level trigger. The inclusion of tracking information
in the trigger decision is essential to limit the first level trigger accept rate. A customized front-
end readout chip, the CMS Binary Chip (CBC), containing stub finding logic has been designed
for this purpose. A prototype module, equipped with the CBC chip, has been constructed and
operated for the first time in a 4GeV/c positron beam at DESY. The behaviour of the stub finding
was studied for different angles of beam incidence on a module, which allows an estimate of the
sensitivity to transverse momentum within the future CMS detector. A sharp transverse momentum
threshold around 2GeV/c was demonstrated, which meets the requirement to reject a large fraction
of low momentum tracks present in the LHC environment on-detector. This is the first realistic
demonstration of a silicon tracking module that is able to select data, based on the particle’s
transverse momentum, for use in a first level trigger at the LHC. The results from this test are
described here.
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1 Introduction
The planned upgrade of the LHC to the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) in the next decade
foresees an increase of the instantaneous luminosity in proton-proton collisions by an order of
magnitude. The luminosity will reach up to 7.5 × 1034 cm−2s−1, yielding about 200 collisions per
bunch crossing with 25 ns bunch spacing, and aiming at a total integrated luminosity of about
3000fb−1 [1]. This will significantly increase the statistical power of the data and extend the physics
reach, but also requires major improvements to the experiments to cope with increased rates and
occupancies, as well as increased radiation induced damage in the detector material.
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An important implication of the corresponding upgrade programme, the Phase-II upgrade [2],
is the replacement of the entire Silicon Strip Tracker of the CMS [3] experiment. Besides demands
on occupancy and radiation hardness, it is essential to provide tracking information to the first
level trigger (L1) in order to limit the event selection rate to the proposed future L1 accept rate
of 750 kHz.
The concept of the future CMS tracker [4] is based on modules consisting of two closely-
spaced silicon sensors read out by common front-end ASICs, which allow on-detector transverse
momentum (pT ) discrimination of tracks. The key L1 functionality of these so-called ‘pT modules’
is based on data reduction by identification of high-pT tracks by coincidence of signals on both
sensors. At inner radii from 20 cm to 60 cm, the two layers of each module are composed of one
macro-pixel and one strip sensor (PS-pT module), while at outer radii they are equipped with two
strip sensors of identical design (2S-pT module). In addition to the bits transporting the coincidence
information, which will be sent off-detector at 40MHz to be used by L1, independent transmission
of the full signal information from each module is foreseen for all events following a L1 accept. A
summary of this concept can be found in ref. [5] and its references.
A similar concept has also been proposed by the ATLAS [6] experiment and demonstrated in
an electron beam using the ABC130 ASIC, with the correlation logic implemented on an external
FPGA [7]. However this approach does not currently form part of the baseline for the ATLAS
Phase-II tracker upgrade.
The readout of the silicon modules uses a binary architecture. New chips are being specifically
designed for the pT -discrimination logic. For the 2S-pT modules, the CMS Binary Chip (CBC)
was the first prototype for the strip module readout [8]; it was wire-bonded to a single strip sensor
and operated in a previous test beam [9].
A second version of the CBC chip, the CBC2, has been bump-bonded to a hybrid, which is
wire-bonded to two closely-spaced sensors, forming the first prototype of a full 2S-pT module. This
paper describes details of this 2S-pT module prototype, the setup, and the results of the first test
beam measurement carried out in November 2013. These studies comprise the module calibration,
the performance using the oﬄine data, and the efficiency of the trigger logic.
2 Module hardware
In this section, the concept of pT -discrimination with a 2S-pT module and the module design
foreseen for the future CMS tracker are introduced. Then the hardware used in the test beam is
described, including the relevant features of the CBC2, the prototype module specifications and the
test device construction.
2.1 2S-pT module concept
In the 3.8 T magnetic field of CMS, charged particles follow a curved trajectory transverse to
the beam axis with the bending radius depending on the pT of the particle. The concept of pT
discrimination in a 2S-pT module is illustrated in figure 1. The dependence of the curvature on
the particle momentum allows the definition of a search window whose boundaries define a certain
pT . The window is seeded by a signal on the bottom sensor. If a signal is found on the top sensor
within the window, this short track segment formed from the signals on both sensors passes the
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Figure 1. Concept of pT -discrimination in a 2S-pT module, using a search window size of ±1 strip on the
top sensor, seeded by a signal on the bottom sensor. Shown are curved trajectories, one of high transverse
momentum passing the trigger logic and one of low transverse momentum failing the trigger logic. The
position of the seed on the bottom sensor and the search window on the top sensor are shown in light-coloured
strips. The distance between the mid-planes of the two sensors varies with the position in the tracker volume
and ranges from 1.6 to 4.0mm.
trigger logic, and is called a ‘stub’. The window size for the coincidence can be programmed in the
chip individually for each module to allow the adjustment of the pT -threshold for different module
positions and orientations throughout the entire tracker volume. The concept foresees the selection
of tracks with pT & 2GeV/c. Programmable relative offsets are provided between the strips on
both sensors to account for parallax corrections across the module, or potential misalignments.
Translational misalignment between the two sensors can be taken into account by a common offset
for the full module. Similarly, the window size can be adjusted across the module to handle
potential variations in the sensor spacing after construction. These programmable parameters will
be calibrated on real data following installation. Angular misalignment however would degrade the
pT resolution, as the effective pT threshold for non-parallel strips would depend on the position of
the particle passage along the strips; this poses strict demands on the assembly precision of the two
sensors in a module. To keep the contribution of the angular misalignment to the pT resolution
negligible in comparison to the intrinsic resolution, the relative tilt between strips on both sensors
should be significantly smaller than the strip pitch. In the case of the 2S-pT module the deviation
from parallel strips should be below 20 µm over the full length of the module. This corresponds to
a 0.4 mrad tilt angle.
Figure 2 shows a conceptual picture of a 2S-pT module. Signals from both sensor layers are
fed to the CBC readout chips, which are bump-bonded onto one side of a flexible readout hybrid
implemented in a technology that provides the necessary high density interconnectivity. The hybrid
is folded around a stiffener and wire-bonded to both the top and the bottom sensor. The CBC chips
perform the correlation operation required to identify high-pT tracks, passing the stub information
to the concentrator and controller circuits, called Concentrator Integrated Circuits (CIC) [4], which
assemble the trigger data into a packet for transmission off-detector via the Low-Power Giga-Bit
Transceiver (LP-GBT) [10] and Versatile Optical Link interface (VTRx+) [11]. The module also
includes DC-DC power conversion components [12] to provide the low voltage supplies to the chips
from a higher voltage supply rail. This makes the module a fully integrated entity, i.e. no additional
adapter circuits are needed for operation.
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Figure 2. Conceptual view of the 2S-pT module containing all electronic components. The sensors are
planned to have an area of about 10 × 10 cm2 with strips of about 5 cm length arranged in two rows (only
the top sensor can be seen). The strip pitch is 90 µm. The two rows are read out from opposite ends via
2 x 8 CBCs, bump bonded onto the top surface of the hybrid. The hybrid is folded around a stiffener and
wire-bonded to both the top and the bottom sensor, bringing the signals from each sensor to the CBCs for
amplification and correlation.
Since each 2S-pT module acts as an independent element in the tracker, correlation cannot be
performed across module boundaries. To ensure hermetic coverage, modules on a given barrel layer
or end-cap disk must overlap sufficiently so that a high-pT track can be identified in at least one of
the modules it intersects. For a barrel layer this implies placing modules at four different radii about
a nominal radius, to enable the staggering of modules along z and φ. Additionally, the two halves of
the pT module are read out independently and as such would normally contribute to a stub finding
inefficiency for severely inclined tracks. This effect becomes non-negligible for the innermost barrel
layers of the tracker where the PS-pT modules are located. However by progressively tilting the
modules, along the length of the barrel, towards the interaction point, this geometrical loss can be
recovered and hermetic coverage retained. Details of the Phase-II tracker layout and design can be
found in [4].
2.2 The CBC2 chip
The CBC2 is a 130 nm CMOS chip designed for coarse pitch bump-bonding with a bond pitch of
250 µm. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of its internal architecture. The CBC2 does not yet contain
all features planned for the future CMS tracker, but the general concept is fully established, with the
main features described in what follows. A detailed description of the CBC2 and its functionality
can be found elsewhere [13, 14].
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the CBC2 internal architecture. The relevant aspects for this beam test are
explained in the text, more information can be found in ref. [13].
Each CBC2 has 254 readout channels to allow correlations between two sets of 127 sensor
channels. Addresses are assigned to the strips according to their geometrical order on the sensors.
Each channel has an amplifier followed by a comparator with a global comparator threshold voltage
(VCTH) and individually trimmed offset. If the signal charge on a channel exceeds the threshold, it
is called a ‘hit’. The comparator feeds two independent data flows, the high-pT stub finding logic
generating the input for L1, and the pipeline that buffers the data for subsequent triggered readout.
In the pipeline data flow, the outputs are sampled into the pipeline memory at 40MHz, which
corresponds to the frequency of the LHC clock. The full hit information is available for oﬄine
analysis from events that are accepted by L1.
In the trigger data flow, several steps are needed to construct ‘online stubs’, which are the input
for L1. To suppress noisy channels, masking of individual channels is integrated without affecting
the pipeline data flow. After masking, ‘clusters’ are formed in each sensor layer from adjacent hits to
obtain the trajectory positions from both sensors. Wide clusters cannot be consistent with high-pT
tracks. The cluster width discrimination logic (CWD) selects only clusters of a given maximum
width, which is programmable to be up to three strips. The cluster position is then assigned to
the central strip; for a two-strip cluster, the center is defined as the strip with the lower address.
The clusters are then used in the offset correction and correlation logic: a prompt trigger pulse is
produced if a seed cluster in the bottom sensor is found to be in coincidence with a cluster occurring
within a window in the top sensor. The window width is programmable with a maximum size of
±8 strips. The offset between the two sensors used to obtain a similar pT -threshold over the full
module is programmable independently for groups of 32 strips in steps of one, two, or three strips,
providing enough tolerance to account also for translational misalignment by a common offset for
the full module. The online stub position is given as the position of the cluster on the bottom sensor.
To avoid inefficiencies at the edges between two chips, i.e. when hits on bottom and top sensors
are registered on different chips, inter-chip sharing of hit data is included for the four edge strips
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Table 1. Parameters of the silicon sensors of the two prototype 2S-pT mini-modules operated in the beam test.
Manufacturer Substrate Thickness Strip pitch Strip length Number of strips
Infineon n-type 300 µm 80 µm 50mm 256
CNM p-type 270 µm 90 µm 54mm 254
at each neighboring chip in the CWD, and of cluster data in the correlation logic for the 11 edge
strips, as window size and offset can sum up to a maximum of 11.
The stub logic implemented in the CBC2 does not include the circuitry required to send the
full list of stub positions and sizes. Instead, a single bit is set whenever at least one stub is found in
the whole chip. Hence analysis of the stub data relied on oﬄine emulation of the trigger logic.
The CBC2 is designed to accommodate both signal polarities, i.e. silicon sensors with n-type
substrate as well as p-type substrate. The threshold value VCTH acts oppositely for the different sub-
strate types. For a p-type (n-type) sensor an increase ofVCTH lowers (increases) the signal threshold.
2.3 Prototype mini-modules
Twoprototype 2S-pT modules, namedmini-modules, were operated simultaneously in the test beam,
using two different sensor types fromdifferentmanufacturers, with the features listed in table 1. Each
module is constructed using two small sensors with either 254 (CNM1) or 256 (Infineon2) strips.
Compared to the final module concept described in section 2.1, where each module constitutes
a self-contained and independent unit, several components are replaced by custom pieces, as the
final ones were still under development at the time of performing the experiments of this study. In
particular, the final flexible hybrid was not available, so a custom prototype readout hybrid is used
instead, called ‘2CBC2 hybrid’. The 2CBC2 hybrid is a small double-sided rigid hybrid on which
two CBC2 chips are bump-bonded; details of the technology and design can be found in ref. [15].
Furthermore, thesemodules do not contain the CIC, LP-GBT,VTRx+ andDC-DCpower conversion
components; external components were used instead, as described in sections 2.4 and 3.1.
The sensors are wire-bonded to the 2CBC2 hybrid. While providing fewer channels compared
to the full-size module, the strip length of these mini-modules is the same as in full-size modules
(i.e. about 5 cm). The mid-planes of the sensors on a module are nominally separated by a distance
of d = 2.75mm. Laboratory tests of the twomini-modules showed that themodule with the Infineon
sensors has several noisy and disconnected channels, while the module with the CNM sensors does
not show any nonfunctional channels. For this reason, the module with CNM sensors was chosen
as the device under test (DUT), while the other module served as a reference (REF). Figure 4 (left)
shows a picture of the REF mini-module.
2.4 Beam test module construction
Themini-modules are assembled into identical units as shown in figure 4 (right). The 2S-pT module
is mounted on Peltier elements to stabilize the temperature of the hybrid at +20 ◦C throughout the
test. The module is controlled bymeans of the so-called ‘2CBC2 interface board’, which is a custom
prototype development. The 2CBC2 interface board provides an electrical interface to the 2CBC2
1Institute of Microelectronics of Barcelona - Centro Nacional de Microelectrónica IMB-CNM. http://www.imb-
cnm.csic.es.
2http://www.infineon.com.
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Figure 4. The prototype 2S-pT mini-module with Infineon sensors (left) and the aluminium box with a
mini-module and electronics (right) used in the test beam.
hybrid, supplying power and adapting signals to LVDS standard levels for transmission over the
relatively long distances to and from the test beam data acquisition (DAQ) system.
3 Experimental setup
The setup was installed in area TB21 of the DESY-II test beam facility [16] in November 2013
for six days of data taking, using a positron beam. A schematic drawing including the sensor
notations, S0 to S3, and the coordinate system is shown in figure 5. The DUT unit was mounted
on a rotation stage, which in turn was mounted on yz-stages. The REF unit was fixed downstream.
For both modules, the strips were oriented along the z-axis, which was also the rotation axis of the
DUT. The rotation angle α is defined as the angle between the beam direction and a line normal to
the DUT. The distance between the units, defined between the two module mid-planes, was about
L = 230mm. In order to test the intrinsic efficiency of the CBC2 trigger logic, the online stubs
were not used in the trigger decision. The trigger was provided externally by a coincidence between
two scintillators, having an active area of about 2 cm2.
The clock of the test beam accelerator runs at a frequency of 1.024MHz, with a phase re-
synchronisation to the 50Hz of the power grid every 80ms. The clock provided to the modules,
however, is adapted to the LHC clock scheme. The LHC has a 40MHz time structure and the CMS
tracker readout runs synchronously. The fact that the two clocks were asynchronous needed to be
considered in the DAQ design as well as in the data analysis. This caused the signal sampling of
the module, which occurred at fixed phases of the LHC clock, to yield a slightly different fraction
of the signal charge for each event, but the impact on the analysis was small, as will be shown in
section 4.4.
3.1 Data acquisition
The DAQ system is illustrated in figure 6. Signals from the two scintillators were discriminated by
the Trigger Logic Unit (TLU) [17] and a coincidence trigger was distributed to both the module
DAQ and a fixed tracking telescope system (the DATURA telescope [18]), both installed in TB21.
Due to time constraints no synchronisation of the two systems was carried out. Thus, no information
from the telescope is used in the following analysis and it is not further discussed.
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Figure 5. Schematic drawing of the test beam setup viewed from the top, showing the top (S0) and the bottom
(S1) sensors of the DUT, and the top (S2) and bottom (S3) sensors of the REF. The beam direction is from
right to left, traversing two scintillators on the downstream side of the two mini-modules. The x-y-plane of
the coordinate system is horizontal, the z-axis is vertical.
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DESY TLU
BE GLIB
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Gb Ethernet
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Figure 6. Diagram of the electronics setup as used in the test beam for data acquisition.
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The module DAQ was based on the CERN Gigabit Link Interface Board (GLIB) [19], a
customisable electronics card for data acquisition and evaluation purposes, based on the Xilinx
Virtex 6 FPGA.3 The card can be configured to interface with a range of external hardware via
two on-board mezzanine headers, and can host up to four SFP+ transceiver modules for optical
data transmission.
The prototype mini-module DAQ system emulated the architecture that is being considered for
readout and control of full-size 2S modules: a front-end (FE) GLIB was configured to interface
with the two mini-modules, fulfilling the role of the CIC and LP-GBT ASICs that will eventually be
employed in the final system; and a back-end (BE) GLIB was configured to communicate with the
FE board while implementing the logic needed for controlling the CBC2s, buffering and packaging
the returning data streams and transmitting the event payload to a PC farm. As is envisaged in the
final system, communication between the BE and FE was achieved via a single optical fibre for
long distance transmission at 4.8Gbps using the GBT protocol. This provided a bidirectional data
transmission channel for readout and control with 3.28Gbps usable bandwidth in each direction.
The BE board also interfaced to the TLU, receiving the asynchronous trigger described above
and providing it with a return LVDS back pressure signal. The TLU was configured to throttle the
scintillator trigger when back pressure was detected. In this way the BE board was used to prevent
data buffer overflows in the DAQ system, but also to pause data taking during a run, or stop at the
end of a run.
The BEGLIBmeasured the arrival time of the asynchronous trigger from the TLUwith respect
to the internal 40MHz system clock used to run the entire DAQ system. By splitting the 40MHz
clock into eight time buckets, a Time to Digital Converter (TDC) block implemented in firmware on
the BE board recorded the trigger arrival time with respect to the system clock to within 3.125 ns.
Like the hardware, the software has been designed to be as compatible as possible with the
standard CMS run control software. The processes were based on a common C++ development
framework, XDAQ [20]. The complete run control software chain was composed of standard CMS
software components tuned to fit the specific needs of this test beam architecture. Synchronisation
between all software components was ensured by a Run Control and Monitoring System (RCMS)
process [21]. This top-level applicationwas used as a centralized access point to theDAQ framework
in order to configure the system, to start data taking, and to stop or pause the data acquisition process.
3.2 Calibration tasks
Each CBC2 front end amplifier output is DC-coupled to a comparator (Figure 3). A single global
comparator threshold (VCTH) is implemented for the CBC2, which applies to all channels on the
chip. Naturally occurring manufacturing variations result in small differences (offsets) amongst
the DC levels of the amplifier outputs, which must be corrected for to ensure uniform sensitivity
to input signals for all channels. Each channel is therefore provided with a programmable offset
register that can be used to trim the amplifier DC output levels, as detailed in ref. [8, 22]. An
iterative trimming procedure was used to adjust the DC levels of the pedestals (the level when no
signal is present) by varying VCTH to find the point where the channel comparators fired 50% of the
3VLX130T-1FFG1156C, https://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/data_sheets/ds150.pdf.
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time, then adjusting each of the offset correction bits, one at a time, depending on whether the 50%
VCTH value was above or below the target VCTH pedestal value.
To save time, offset tuning was performed in the laboratory, saving the values in a file that could
be quickly programmed into the chips in the test beam setup. It was then sufficient to program VCTH
to investigate the response of the chip to beam particles for a particular global threshold setting.
The latency for each of the two data flows also required adjustment, called data latency (for
pipeline data flow) and stub latency (for trigger data flow). The data latency is the delay, in 25 ns
clock intervals, between the storage of the hit data for every event in the CBC2 pipeline and the
arrival of a trigger; it is a parameter intrinsic to the CBC2 that requires adjustment. The comparator
outputs are clocked into the CBC2 pipeline every 25 ns clock cycle. The pipeline provides the data
storage necessary to allow the GLIB to receive, process and transmit the trigger generated by the
TLU. The GLIB triggers the readout of the CBC2 pipeline at a fixed time with respect to the TLU
trigger, so the data latency parameter in the CBC2 must be appropriately programmed to ensure
that the correct data are retrieved from the pipeline.
The stub latency is the delay between the arrival of the trigger from the TLU and the stub bits
at the GLIB; it defines which stub bits relevant to a specific event should be read out from the GLIB
memory. This is therefore a GLIB parameter specific to the test beam setup.
3.3 Recorded data sets
For each event triggered by the TLU the information from both streams was stored: the incidence
of a stub trigger from a CBC2, along with the full hit information from the event that generated the
trigger. From the REF, only the data stream was used, while from the DUT data and stubs were
relevant for oﬄine analysis. The trigger logic of the stubs was configured by setting the CWD to
three strips, the window width to ±7 strips and the offset to zero strips. Each time a cluster was
found on S1, a window was seeded to find a correlation on S0.
Several commissioning runs were performed to choose optimal settings of all relevant cali-
bration parameters. The commissioning data comprise dedicated runs for latency scans of both
output streams (i.e. stubs for the trigger path, and the triggered data) as well as threshold scans
of VCTH for both modules. Also randomly triggered events without beam were recorded for noise
studies. After commissioning, events were recorded for oﬄine analysis using the optimised settings,
changing only the DUT configuration. Analysis runs included VCTH scans of the DUT and angular
scans using different settings of the rotation stage. The beam energy was changed only during the
commissioning phase and then kept constant at 4GeV.
Data were taken for each run with a fixed configuration. The typical run size was about 500, 000
triggered events, leading to negligible statistical uncertainties in the oﬄine analysis. To measure
the low noise level, the run size without beam was about one million randomly triggered events.
4 Event reconstruction
Following commissioning and calibration, events needed to be reconstructed for oﬄine analysis.
First, noisy stripswere identified and excluded, so clustering and stub reconstruction could be carried
out and event selection could be performed. The alignment of the system was then determined.
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Figure 7. Number of hits per strip in events with beam from analysis runs after full calibration for the two
DUT sensors S0 and S1 (left). The beam profile on the sensor S3 of the REF (right) is shown in red after
masking the noisy strips (strips with zero events), but not their neighboring strips, and in black after masking
both, the noisy strips and their neighboring strips.
4.1 Noise suppression
The first step was an estimation of the intrinsic noise in the modules using randomly triggered events
without beam. This step revealed two kinds of electronic noise.
The main noise source concerned a limited number of very noisy channels on both sensors
of the REF, S2 and S3. As a result, the corresponding channels generated hits in up to 70% of
randomly triggered events. The affected strips were masked, by raising the offset values of the
comparators for the later commissioning and analysis runs. A small number of noisy strips was
expected from leakage current variations that occur as a result of the sensor manufacturing process.
After masking, an analysis of randomly triggered events suggests that the number of hits per
event follows a binomial distribution if strips are independent. Furthermore, with the optimal
thresholds used during the beam test (section 4.5), the probability of a strip randomly firing is of
the order of 10−7.
The hit distributions in the sensors in events with beam (Figure 7 (right)) revealed that channels
adjacent to noisy channels were also slightly affected by noise, which could only be seen after full
calibration. However all problematic channels for sensors S2 and S3 of the REF were in the same
region of size about 30 strips, and this region could be easily masked for the analysis. The study
also confirmed that the DUT required no masking, as can be seen in figure 7 (left). The beam profile
reflected in these distributions shows that the modules were well centered around the scintillators
and the beam.
4.2 Oﬄine reconstruction
As the CBC2 chips generated clusters and stubs, similar definitions were chosen for the analysis of
the oﬄine data. However to obtain maximum precision, their positions were calculated by averaging
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as explained in the following. The definitions are all in units of strips, and are only converted to
lengths where needed.
As the signal information is binary, a group of adjacent hits is considered a cluster. The cluster
width w is defined as the number of strips in the cluster
w = nlast − nfirst + 1 , (4.1)
where nfirst and nlast are the indices of the first and last strips in the cluster, respectively, in accordance
with the geometric order of the strips on the sensors. This quantity corresponds to the CWD size
used in the trigger stream. The cluster position X is defined as the mean value
X =
nfirst + nlast
2
. (4.2)
The cluster width is given in steps of full-strips, while the position is in half-strips.
Stubs were reconstructed from the pipeline stream and referred to as ‘oﬄine stubs’. The stub
position µ is defined as the mean cluster position per module
µ =
Xtop + Xbottom
2
, (4.3)
where Xtop and Xbottom are the cluster positions in the top and bottom sensor of the module,
respectively. The stub direction ∆X is defined as the difference between the cluster positions in the
top and bottom sensor,
∆X = Xtop − Xbottom . (4.4)
The stub direction ∆X corresponds to the quantity used to define online stubs in the trigger stream
where it is given in steps of full-strips, i.e. a trigger was generated if ∆X was within the configured
window size, but as already mentioned has a finer granularity for oﬄine stubs: the stub direction is
given in steps of half-strips, while the stub position is in quarter-strips.
For several of the following studies it is essential to select events where exactly one positron
passed through all four sensors with high probability. Such events are selected by requiring exactly
one cluster on each of the four sensors, and are called ‘clean events’.
4.3 Latency adjustment
As explained in section 3.2, data and stub latencies had to be properly set prior to data taking. The
data latency was optimised bymaximising the number of hits in the sensors. Figure 8 (left) indicates
that the best value is 17, corresponding to a latency of 17 · 25 ns = 425 ns. A large number of events
is also seen in the neighboring pipeline cells, which was caused by the asynchronous clock. The
value is in good agreement with the delay expected from the cable length, which was used to define
the scanning range from 14 to 18.
For a given data latency value, the stub latency could be chosen by comparing oﬄine and online
stubs. This was the only study where oﬄine stubs were not reconstructed as described in section 4.2
but exactly as the online stubs, to allow a direct comparison. An oﬄine stub is called ‘emulated’
if it fulfills the online stub criterion, i.e. when ∆X ≤ 7. The optimal stub latency is found to be
12 based on a maximum in the fraction of events with online and emulated stubs (figure 8 (right)).
This plot also illustrates that the stub logic in the CBC2 worked as expected, i.e. with a perfect
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Figure 8. Average number of hits per event for each sensor at different values of the data latency (left).
Fraction of events having an online stub and/or an emulated stub on the DUT at different values of the stub
latency, for the optimized data latency value of 17 (right). Both distributions are in units of 25 ns LHC
clock intervals.
match between online stub and emulated stub. Stubs were not found in each triggered event; the
maximum fraction of events containing stubs reaches a value around 90%. This is mainly due to
particles that missed the active area of at least one of the DUT sensors, and some small effects
such as fake triggers, clusters wider than three strips that failed the CWD criterion, or inefficiencies
of the sensors. The values of 17 and 12 for data and stub latency, respectively, were used for all
further analysis.
4.4 TDC phase
As discussed in section 3.1, a TDC was used to measure the phase difference between the positron
passage and the time of the event sampling, by splitting the LHC clock into eight intervals corre-
sponding to 3.125 ns each. The hit efficiency of the sensors was used to study the dependence of
the performance on the TDC phase, and is defined as follows. Using clean events, the stub direction
could be fitted by a Gaussian function. The mean and width (σ) resulting from this fit are used to
define a window that starts from a cluster found on the first sensor and contains all the expected
clusters on the other sensor within ±5σ of the mean predicted position. Finally, for a given sensor,
using events with one cluster on each of the three other sensors, the efficiency was defined as the
fraction of events with a hit in the expected window.
Figure 9 shows the efficiency of the DUT sensor S0 as a function of the TDC phase for different
VCTH values. As mentioned in section 2.2, the CBC2 supports either n-type and p-type sensor
substrates, but the behaviour of the threshold value VCTH depends on the substrate type. Since the
DUT has p-type sensors an increase of VCTH lowers the signal threshold. For the optimised value
of VCTH = 120 (section 4.5), corresponding to a low threshold, the efficiency does not depend on
the TDC phase, which is relevant, as modules will be placed at very different positions throughout
the outer tracker volume, and time-of-flight differences will occur for traversing charged particles.
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Figure 9. Sensor hit efficiency of DUT sensor S0 as a function of the TDC phase, in units of 3.125 ns, for
different values of VCTH.
Nevertheless, corrections need to be made for time-of-flight effects in the current and in the future
tracker to mitigate signals from out-of-time pileup, i.e. signals from the previous and following
bunch crossings. For values of VCTH corresponding to high thresholds, much higher than would be
used in detector operation, the overall efficiency decreases as expected. For these high thresholds,
the efficiency is constant for intermediate values of the TDC phase, but drops for extreme values.
4.5 Threshold determination
Since the DUT is a module with p-type sensors (the REF is a module with n-type sensors) an
increase of VCTH lowers (increases) the signal threshold. While tuning VCTH, the main objective
was to achieve a threshold that is sufficiently above the noise but allows maximum efficiency over
a wide angular region that includes most high-pT stubs. This would be the objective for operation
in CMS.
During commissioning, the VCTH values of all chips on both modules were scanned simultane-
ously to identify the level at which signals occurred due to noise, which was done by counting the
average number of hits per event on the sensor at normal beam incidence, as shown in the left panel
of figure 10. According to geometric expectations, passage of a particle within the active sensor
area should create mainly one-strip clusters, and sometimes two-strip clusters. As discussed in
section 4.3 there are reasons why some events have zero hits. Therefore, with appropriate threshold
values the average number of hits is expected to be close to one. Noise appears approximately at
VCTH & 125 for theDUT, and for the REF atVCTH . 145. Both sensors of amodule behave similarly.
The fraction of clean events and the average number of hits for the DUT are shown in the right
panel of figure 10 in the range from VCTH = 30 (high threshold) to VCTH = 120 (low threshold),
while the REF was kept at a fixed value of VCTH = 150. Towards low thresholds the fraction of
clean events increases, and the average number of hits per sensor shows a normal behavior. This
study was performed at normal beam incidence, but as the performance should be optimal also for
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runs (left) and fraction of clean events and average number of hits for DUT sensor S0 as a function of VCTH
from analysis runs after full calibration (right).
different incident angles, values close to the noise onset should be chosen. The optimal value for
the DUT is VCTH = 120, and was used in the following, except in analyses using a scan of this
parameter. The optimal value for the REF is found to be VCTH = 150 using the same approach, and
is kept constant for all following studies.
The maximum fraction of clean events is limited by several effects. The positrons did not
always cross the active area of all sensors; there were tracks that missed some or all sensors, or lay
within the masked region. In addition, as discussed earlier, the asynchronous beam meant an event
might not always occur sufficiently in phase with the CBC2 clock. Small effects arose also from
events with more than one positron, from interactions with the material, and from potential fake
triggers. Noise or inefficiencies of the sensors caused minimal effects. For electron or positron
beams, the critical energy at which radiative losses exceed ionisation losses in silicon is about
40MeV [23], so a significant background of extra hits is expected in the sensors for a 4GeV/c beam.
The fraction of clean events is thus a measure of the fraction of events where exactly one positron
passed through the analysed area of all four sensors in time with the CBC2 clock.
As the CBC2 amplifiers have slightly different gains, the two chips on a module were not
expected to be identical in terms of actual VCTH values. The approximate electron equivalents for
differentVCTH values were obtained using chip-internal test pulses with different amplitudes. When
averaging over all channels for one CBC2, one VCTH step was found to correspond to about 360
electrons for the DUT chip CBC2-0, and to about 400 electrons for the DUT chip CBC2-1, with 10%
uncertainty. Due to the individual offset corrections of all channels described in section 3.2, the
charge equivalents are similar for low thresholds, e.g. for the optimised value of VCTH = 120 there
were around 6500 electrons for both DUT chips. At higher thresholds, the difference in the charge
equivalents between the DUT chips increases, e.g. for the highest analysed threshold of VCTH = 30,
the charge equivalents are about 39000 electrons for CBC2-0 and 43000 electrons for CBC2-1.
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Figure 11. Distribution of the stub direction of the DUT in clean events, with the additional requirement
that the stub direction of the REF is within ±4 strips, for two different angles of the rotation stage (left), and
mean stub direction as a function of the angle of the rotation stage including the fit (right).
4.6 Alignment of the DUT
The last step in the calibration process was to determine the alignment between the setup and the
beam. Using the rotation stage, the angle α of the DUT could be adjusted as illustrated in figure 5,
where α was the angle between the beam direction and a line normal to the DUT, with the rotation
axis parallel to the strips. This angle corresponded to the angle θrot as read from the rotation stage,
but might have an angular offset θ0 between the beam and the normal to the module at θrot = 0, so it
is given by α = θrot+θ0. The dependence of the stub direction ∆X on θrot, as seen in figure 11 (left),
was used to extract information about the alignment.
If θrot and θ0 are the angles described above, d is the distance between the two sensors,
p = 90 µm the strip pitch, and ∆X0 the translational misalignment of the two sensors, the stub
direction ∆X can be written as
∆X = ∆X0 +
d
p
tan(θrot + θ0) . (4.5)
This function was used to fit the data as shown in figure 11 (right). The resulting parameters are
∆X0 = −0.03 ± 0.05 strips, d = 2.72 ± 0.01mm and θ0 = 2.1◦ ± 0.1◦.
The values are compatible with good alignment between the two sensors and the value is set
to ∆X0 = 0. For the sensor spacing the deviation from the nominal value of 2.75mm is small, and
d = 2.72mm is used later. The beam incident angle α needs to be corrected by the estimated offset.
A repetition of the fit while fixing the sensor misalignment to ∆X0 = 0 leads to a slightly smaller
angle — therefore it is set in the following to α = θrot + 2◦.
5 Beam parameters
A measurement of the beam divergence was necessary to obtain the increase in beam diameter as
beam particles traversed the setup. Also, a possible misalignment of the twomodules with respect to
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Figure 12. Distribution of the difference of stub positions between the two modules in clean events,
transformed to lengths using the strip pitches. Also shown is the Gaussian fit and the fit results of the mean
value M and the standard deviation B.
the beam axis needed to be quantified. Both quantities could be obtained from a single distribution
using clean events only, calculating the difference between the oﬄine stub positions. However, as
the strip pitch of each module was different, the stub difference D was calculated as the difference
of the stub positions µ, transformed to lengths using the strip pitches p, as
D = µDUT × pDUT − µREF × pREF . (5.1)
The corresponding distribution is shown in figure 12, together with the Gaussian fit performed.
The mean of the fit corresponds to the misalignment of the two modules of M = 598 µm, while
the width reflects the beam divergence with a standard deviation of B = 245 µm. Knowing the
distance L between the two modules, the angular measurement Θ of the beam divergence could be
calculated from tan(Θ) = B/L, resulting in 1.06mrad. This value is in agreement with DESY-II
beam specifications of about 1mrad.
The beam divergence was used to make track predictions from one module to the other. After
correcting for the misalignment by the mean value, a cluster from a positron passage through one
module that is found within the region of±FWHM ≈ ± 575 µm around the stub position in the other
module was considered to be consistent within the beam divergence. This choice was motivated by
the fact that in this region the distribution showed almost perfect Gaussian behaviour, while outside
this range the tails deviated from the fit. This was taken into account in the analysis where needed.
6 Results
Using data from dedicated analysis runs following calibration and commissioning, studies of the
module performance were carried out to establish the behaviour of the cluster parameters, cluster
efficiencies and the efficiency of the stub trigger logic. The parameters varied were VCTH and the
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Figure 13. Normalised cluster width distributions for different incident angles on the DUT sensor S0 (left).
Mean cluster widths as a function of the beam incident angle for the sensors S0 and S1 of the DUT (right).
rotation angle of the DUT, scanning both in suitable steps. If not stated otherwise, the results that
follow were obtained for variations of either VCTH or the beam incident angle α, keeping the other
parameter at the optimised value of VCTH = 120 or α = 2◦.
6.1 Cluster width
The cluster width distributions of one of the DUT sensors at different incident angles are shown in
the left panel of figure 13. In the right panel the mean values of the cluster width for the two sensors
of the DUT as a function of the incident angle of the beam are shown. The expected broadening
of the clusters for steeper angles with respect to the sensor’s normal is visible, and the two sensors
behave similarly. For all angles a long tail of large cluster widths is visible. This can be related to
delta rays, and to radiative energy loss by positrons.
The fraction of clusters with different cluster widths is shown as a function of incident angle
in figure 14. At α = 2◦, close to 90% are single-strip clusters, about 10% are two-strip clusters
and approximately 1% are multi-strip clusters. The fraction of single-strip clusters decreases with
increasing incident angle, and at around α = 16◦ this fraction is similar to that for two-strip clusters,
which dominates for higher angles, reaching about 75% at 32◦. A visible increase in three-strip
clusters is observed between 22◦ and 32◦, exceeding single-strip clusters at about 29 degrees. It
should be noted that wide clusters, with a width above five strips, do not show a strong dependence
on the incident angle. This supports the hypothesis of delta rays and radiative energy loss by
positrons, for which the propagation in the silicon bulk is less dependent on the primary particle
direction. In general, the choice of a value of three for CWD for the trigger stubs was reasonable
for all angles, as this included more than 99% of the clusters.
The effect of VCTH on the cluster width is shown in figure 15 (left). As already shown, the
average cluster width for the optimised value of VCTH = 120 is slightly below 1.2 strips, and the
distribution shows a long tail at higher values. For a high threshold of VCTH = 70, cluster sizes
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larger than one are strongly suppressed. This was expected, as almost the full thickness needed
to be ionised to still measure signals for such high thresholds. The mean cluster width is uniform
throughout the detector independent of VCTH, as can be seen in figure 15 (right).
6.2 Cluster efficiency
Due to the absence of telescope data, no track prediction could be obtained from an external device.
Thus, in order to define a cluster efficiency, tracks were reconstructed using information from three
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Figure 16. Cluster efficiency as function of VCTH. Per-sensor efficiency for DUT sensors S0 and S1 (left).
Per-chip efficiency for the two chips (CBC2-0 and CBC2-1) connected to S1 (right).
sensors, and extrapolated into the fourth sensor. Inefficiencies due to edge effects were avoided by
excluding cases where the track prediction pointed to a masked region or outside the active area
of the sensor under study. The efficiency was studied for the DUT; the REF was only used for the
track prediction. To select events where exactly one positron passed through the analysed area of
all four sensors with a high probability, the following criteria were applied for the three sensors not
under study:
• exactly one cluster on each sensor,
• cluster positions X must be at least four strips away from the edges and from masked strips,
• for the REF, the oﬄine stub direction must be |∆X | ≤ 4 strips,
• for the DUT sensor not under study, the cluster position X must be within the beam divergence
with respect to the REF oﬄine stub position µ (section 5).
The above criteria defined the number of events for the denominator of the ‘per-sensor efficiency’.
Events entered the numerator if the DUT sensor under study had at least one cluster within a window
of ±4 strips around the cluster on the other DUT sensor, i.e. the DUT oﬄine stub direction fulfilled
|∆X | ≤ 4 strips.
The efficiency was measured for both DUT sensors at the optimal threshold of VCTH = 120,
but was also studied as a function of threshold by varying the VCTH value of both CBC2 chips of
the DUT in steps of 5 in a range from 30 to 120 simultaneously, as shown in figure 16 (left). The
value at optimal threshold is of importance to understand the module performance and to interpret
the online stub trigger efficiency in section 6.3. Although thresholds much higher than the optimal
value would not be used in real detector operation, it is important to see if this novel 2S-pT module
concept with a completely new chip functions according to expectations.
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For the statistical interpretation of the measured efficiency values one needs to take into account
that the track prediction uses the cluster on the DUT sensor not under study, i.e. the cluster of the
sensor not under study enters the denominator of the efficiency definition. The clusters on the
two DUT sensors might be correlated, due to the fact that they are identical sensors and the VCTH
values used in the scans were identical since the two sensors were connected to the same chips.
However, the correlation is expected to be small as the dominant contribution to the variation in
charge collected should be the Landau fluctuations. If no correlation were present, the measured
efficiency would correspond to the true efficiency. Thus, the measured efficiency is the upper limit,
according to the given correlation.
To understand and quantify the deviation of this upper limit from the true efficiency, the per-
sensor efficiency was cross-checked using the same definition of the denominator as in section 6.3,
where only requirements on the REF were imposed, but no precise track prediction was available.
The absolute efficiency values of S0 and S1 using this cross-check definition are smaller for all
VCTH values, as expected, but similar. For the lowest and highest thresholds analysed, the difference
in efficiency between the two definitions is below 0.4%. The difference slightly increases for
intermediate threshold values, and reaches a maximum of about 2.5% at VCTH = 80. For all values
of VCTH ≥ 90 the difference is below 1%. The cross-check definition was not used for the results
in this section, but only to quantify the bias. The reported efficiencies are thus upper limits with
systematic upwards biases of up to 2.5%.
Both DUT sensors behave similarly, as shown in figure 16 (left). The dependence on VCTH
reflects qualitatively the expectations based on the Landau distribution of induced charge; a perfect
reflection of Landau distributions is not expected, due to charge sharing and binary readout. The
per-sensor efficiency at the optimal threshold is consistent within statistical uncertainties for the two
DUT sensors, and found to be above 99.5%, including the systematic uncertainty.
The efficiency was also studied in different sensor regions to search for variations between the
two CBC2 chips on the module. This was achieved by only using hits on one half of the sensor, and
requiring in addition that the cluster position of the sensor not under study was at least four strips
away from the sensor center to exclude edge effects. Figure 16 (right) shows the per-chip efficiency
as a function of VCTH for the two CBC2s of DUT sensor S1. When comparing the two chips,
one has a systematically higher efficiency for lower VCTH values than the other. This behaviour is
observed on both DUT sensors. This difference could also be verified by a characterisation of the
chips using test pulses, estimating the electron equivalence for VCTH as described in section 4.5. As
explained earlier, small differences between chips are indeed expected from normal manufacturing
variations, resulting in different electron equivalents for higher thresholds, and thus differences
in efficiencies. The per-chip efficiency at the optimised VCTH values was determined for both the
DUT and the REF module. The values of the eight per-chip regions on the four sensors agree
within statistical uncertainties, and are, like the per-sensor efficiencies, above 99.5%, including the
systematic uncertainty.
A few dedicated runs were recorded where both VCTH and incident angle were varied. This
allowed us to measure the dependence of the efficiency on both parameters simultaneously, as
shown in figure 17. The search window on the DUT sensor under study of ±4 strips needed to be
shifted with respect to the cluster on the other DUT sensor by the mean stub direction (figure 11).
In the same way, the search region of clusters on the DUT with respect to the oﬄine stub position
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Figure 17. Per-sensor efficiency for DUT sensor S0 as function of VCTH, for different incident angles α.
on the REF — which is related to the beam divergence — had to be adjusted, as this value varied
with the rotation of the DUT. At the optimised value of VCTH = 120 the measured efficiencies are
close to 100% and independent of the incident angle.
6.3 Stub efficiency
The correlation logic of the CBC2 has been tested by rotating the DUT, thus emulating the bending
of tracks in the magnetic field. The beam incident angle α represents a particle with a certain
bending radius in the transverse plane rT for a given radial position of the module in the tracker R,
following the equation sin(α) = R/2rT. This bending radius corresponds to a particle with certain
charge q and transverse momentum pT , for a homogeneous magnetic field of given strength B,
via the relation rT =pT/qB. For typical units, under the assumption of q = ±e, this can be
approximated by:
rT[m] ≈ pT [GeV/c]0.3 · B[T] . (6.1)
For the CMSmagnetic field strength of B = 3.8 T, the relationship between the beam incident angle
and the transverse momentum of the traversing particle for a radial position R of the module is
given by
pT [GeV/c] ≈ 0.57 · R[m]sin(α) . (6.2)
In order to measure the efficiency of the CBC2 correlation logic and the generation of stub
triggers in the most unbiased manner possible, no selection requirements were applied to the DUT.
The following selection criteria were only applied to the REF:
• exactly one cluster on each of the two sensors (S2 and S3),
• the width of both clusters must be w ≤ 3 strips,
• cluster positions X must be at least 4 strips away from masked strips,
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Figure 18. Stub trigger efficiency of the DUT as a function of beam incident angle (left) and as a function
of pT calculated for a radial position of R = 71.5 cm in the CMS tracker (right).
• cluster positions X must be at least 30 strips away from the module edges, ensuring the
potential track was in the active sensor area even for higher rotation angles,
• the oﬄine stub direction must be |∆X | < 2 strips.
The purpose of these selection criteria was to reject events where particles were traversing the setup
at oblique angles instead of approximately parallel to the beam axis, thereby underestimating the
apparent efficiency. In addition, events where an interaction might have occurred just upstream
of the DUT, leading to a possible fake correlation, can be rejected with these criteria, providing
adequate rejection of background. The efficiency was then defined as the number of stub trigger
events from the DUT divided by the total number of selected events.
The beam incident angle is related to the stub direction ∆X , the strip pitch p and the sensor
separation d via tan(α) = p∆X/d. The CBC2s on the DUT were configured to generate stub
triggers using a window size of ±7 strips. According to geometric expectations, for the known
pitch of 90 µm and the estimated sensor separation of 2.72 mm, the efficiency should be constant
and high for small angles, should start dropping at ∆X = 7, corresponding to α ≈ 13.0◦, and reach
values around 0 for ∆X = 8, corresponding to α ≈ 14.8◦. The efficiency as a function of α is
shown in figure 18 (left); it is in good agreement with the geometric predictions. The efficiency
for α > 15◦ is close to, but not exactly, zero, and the origin of these stubs is yet to be understood.
Interactions in the upstream sensor such as multiple Coulomb scattering or delta rays could partially
explain this effect but further measurements in a controlled test beam environment with different
particle species are required. More realistic full-sized 2S modules are being evaluated at a CERN
beam-line this year which will allow for a more systematic study of this feature. For α ≤ 12◦ the
CBC2 stub-finding logic is able to trigger on positrons with about 99% efficiency.
The DUT is a prototype with sensors similar to the recent tracker design, but the sensor spacing
of the prototype d = 2.72 mm is different from the design sensor spacing of ddes = 1.8 mm for the
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outermost barrel layer of the outer tracker. To demonstrate the effective stub trigger efficiency for
a module with a design radial position of Rdes = 108 cm, corresponding to the design outermost
tracker layer, the effective pT was calculated from eq. (6.2) for a radius of R = 71.5 cm, where
R was evaluated by scaling the design value with the sensor spacing ratio, R = Rdes·ddes/d. The
effective stub trigger efficiency as a function of pT is illustrated in figure 18 (right). Due to the beam
divergence, the pT equivalent is slightly smeared out relative to the ideal equations given above, as
the tracks are not all perfectly parallel. A similar effect will also appear in the future tracker, as
tracks of the same pT have different incident angles for different positions in the module, which can
be partially compensated by the offset correction in the online stub correlation logic, as explained
in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
Fitting the efficiency curve allowed extraction of the effective pT selection threshold and its
resolution. The fit function was based on the shifted and scaled error function described by four
parameters: the mean value pT trig corresponding to the effective pT trigger threshold, the widthσtrig
corresponding to the resolution of the threshold value, and the asymptotic minimum and maximum
efficiencies min and max, respectively. The fitted efficiencies yielded min ≈ 1% and max ≈ 99%.
The module would be able to reject hits from particles below pT trig ≈ 1.70GeV/c with a resolution
of σtrig ≈ 0.07GeV/c. This would allow the CBC2 to suppress the large amount of data from
low-pT tracks present in CMS and only pass hits from high transverse momentum candidates to L1
for further processing.
7 Summary
The future CMS tracker foreseen for the HL-LHC must provide information on tracks of high
transverse momentum to the first level trigger, which will be realised by two closely-spaced parallel
silicon sensors on each module, using fast correlation logic. Fully functional mini-prototypes of
2S-pT modules using CBC2s for readout have been analysed for the first time in a test beam. After
commissioning, the performance was found to be in agreement with expectations. The cluster
width is in good agreement with geometric predictions, and the fraction of very broad clusters is
below 1%.
The simultaneous usage of two modules allowed the selection of events where most probably
exactly one beam particle traversed all four sensors, and also enabled track predictions that were
used for efficiency estimates. The cluster efficiency is almost uniform amongst all tested sensors
and chips, and can be kept above 99% without introducing significant noise.
For the first time, the trigger logic of such modules could be tested, by emulating the pT -
dependent track bending in the magnetic field via a rotation of the module. The trigger efficiency
shows the desired behaviour. The efficiency to identify high-pT tracks is around 99%. The
separation from low-pT tracks is excellent; particles with momentum below 1.70GeV/c could be
rejected with a resolution of about 0.07GeV/c.
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